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piezoelectric vibrating gyroscope was used to measure the
head rotation and a microcontroller was used to convert rotational information into electrical pulsatile stimulus to provide
corresponding stimulus to the nervous system.
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Abstract— This paper presents a functional architecture,
system-level design, and preliminary experimental evaluation of
a unilateral vestibular prosthesis. The sensing element of the
prosthesis is a one-axis MEMS gyroscope. Similarly to the natural
semicircular canal, the microscopic gyroscope senses angular
motion of the head and generates voltages proportional to the
corresponding angular accelerations. Then, voltages are sent to
the pulse generating unit where angular motion is translated
into voltage pulses. The monophasic voltage pulses are converted
into biphasic current pulses and are conditioned to stimulate
the corresponding vestibular nerve branch. Our preliminary
experimental evaluations of the prosthesis on a rate table indicate
that the device’s output matches the average firing rate of
vestibular neurons to those in animal experiments reported in the
literature. The proposed design is scalable; the sensing unit, pulse
generator, and the current source can be potentially implemented
on a single chip using integrated MEMS technology.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Sensory prosthesis to artificially replace lost sensory function for a number of sensory systems are currently under
investigation. For example, cochlear implants use electrical
stimulation to restore hearing and provide some relief for patients suffering profound sensorineural hearing loss [1]. Using
similar principles of stimulation, a vestibular prosthesis could
provide head orientation information to the nervous system for
patients suffering from peripheral vestibular disorders.
At least two categories of vestibular prosthesis might be
considered. One approach is to provide the head movement
information to the nervous system directly by electrically
stimulating the vestibular neural pathways related to spatial
orientation. Another approach is to provide the information
via sensory substitution through other sensory systems (e.g.,
tactile, visual, auditory, etc.) [2]. This work falls in the first
category. Our goal is to develop an implantable, vestibular
neural prosthesis using electrical stimulation. To the best of
our knowledge, there is only one group working on neural
semicircular canal prosthesis that has already reported successful interface of the device with vestibular neurons [3].
In the reported implementation, an off-the-shelf single axis
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Fig. 1. MEMS-based neural vestibular prosthesis is mimicing functionality
of the natural vestibular end-organ

In contrast, our approach is based on a custom design
of sensors using the MEMS technology and a custom analog/digital design of the pulse generating unit converting
rotational information into electrical stimulus, Fig. 1. The
proposed design can potentially integrate sensors alongside
with control electronics on the same silicon chip in a volume
smaller than 1 cubic centimeter. Such ”balance on-a-chip”
system might potentially replace the function of the damaged
vestibular end-organ by providing 3-dimensional motion information for people who have permanently lost peripheral
vestibular function.
II. V ESTIBULAR S YSTEM AND F UNCTION
The properly functioning vestibular system is responsible
for a number of reflexes and reactions critical for achieving
and maintaining equilibrium of the body and stabilization
of images on the retina as the head and body are moved.
The vestibular system comprises the non-acoustic portion of
the inner ear and consists of three semicircular canals and
two otolith organs called the utricle and the saccule. The
sense organs of the semicircular canals detect rotational head
movements, while the sense organs of the saccule and utricle
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A. Sensing Unit

For the demonstration purposes we use a single chip
experimental prototype of a yaw rate sensor from Analog
Devices, Inc. (Model ADXRS150). The power supply for this
sensor is 4.75V to 5.25V. The scale factor of the sensor is
12:5mV=(0=sec) and the linearity is better than 1% full scale
over the range of 150 0 =sec.
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The proposed unilateral neural prosthesis is utilizing a
single-axis MEMS gyroscope. The technology allows to shrink
the sensors size by orders of magnitude, reduce the fabrication
cost significantly, and allow the electronics to be integrated on
the same silicon chip. Potentially, an ensemble of six inertial
MEMS sensors required to measure six-degrees of freedom
of the head motion, can be built on a single silicon chip and
packaged in a volume smaller than 1 cubic centimeter. Review
on technology of inertial sensors on-a-chip can be found in [9].

(1)

where 1 and 2 are two time constants of the pendulum
model, A is related to the level of neuron adaptability, and
L is the dynamical-electrical time constant [7].
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The purpose of the semicircular canal prosthesis is to restore
balance function. The prosthesis should be able to sense
motion with sufficient precision and to deliver information to
the central neural system in the same form as the natural organ
would transmit. In our implementation, the device includes
three main functional units - a sensing unit, a pulse generator,
and a stimulator,[8].

The transfer function emulating dynamics of the natural
vestibular organ is modeled as a linear torsion-pendulum
system. In this model, the cupula and endolymph are treated
as a heavily damped, second-order linear system. A more
complex linear model defining the relationship between the
input angular acceleration and the overall change in firing rate
of neurons is described by the transfer function

1

III. S YSTEM D ESIGN

The gyroscope detects motion of the head and sends corresponding analog voltage signals to a pulse generator. The
pulse generator consists of a transfer function unit emulating
the natural vestibular organ, Fig. 2, and a Voltage-to-Frequency
converter.

OUT

Another critical physiological parameter is the firing rate
of neurons and relation of the firing rate to the head rotation/translation. The average firing rate of regular vestibular
afferents has been reported as 60 spikes/sec in the guinea pig
[6] and 90 spikes/sec in the squirrel monkey [7]. The firing
frequency increases when a semicircular canal responds to
rotation in one direction, and decreases in the other direction.
In the guinea pig, the average sensitivity is roughly 0.3 spike/s
per 10 =sec for regular afferents and 0.7 spike/s per 1 0 =sec
for irregular afferents [6]. These experimental results set the
requirement for the pulse generating unit of the prosthesis
determining the rate of electrical stimulation delivered to the
vestibular nerve.

B. Pulse Generator

+

The rotational perceptual threshold in humans was determined to be between 0:1 0 =sec and 20 =sec [4]. It should be
noticed, however, that perceptual thresholds are different for
different rates of acceleration and vary from person to person.
Montandon [5] determined that the threshold is 1 0 =sec2 in
healthy individuals, but greater than 6 7 0 =sec2 in patients
with vestibular dysfunction. The reported sensation limits set
the sensitivity requirements for the vestibular prosthesis.

The gyroscope is sensing any type of angular rotation
(constant or non-constant angular velocities), while the natural
vestibular organ is only responding to the angular acceleration.
Thus, in order to mimic the natural organ, the supporting
circuit electronically differentiates the output voltage from the
gyroscope to produce a signal proportional to the angular
acceleration. In our implementation, the circuit is utilizing
a low-pass filter before the differentiator for minimizing the
effect of high-frequency noise.

-

detect linear movements of the head. All of these organs
have small sensory hair cells that send pulses through the
nerves to the brain, where information about head movement is
combined with information from the eyes, muscles, and joints,
which is then interpreted.
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Fig. 2. Transfer function mimicing dynamics of the semicircular canals of
the squirrel monkey model(reported in [7])

Experimentally obtained results in [7] for the squirrel monkey model estimate  1 = 5:7sec, 2 = 0:003sec, A = 80sec,
and L = 0:049sec. We use these experimentally defined timeconstants for the design of equivalent circuit, Fig. 2.
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Four operational amplifiers are used to implement the
transfer function relating the input angular acceleration to
the frequency shift from the rest firing rate of the vestibular
neurons (the firing rate when there are no rotational stimulus).
The transfer function is separated in three parts: H (s) =
H1 (s)  H2 (s)  H3 (s). The components of the transfer function
H1 ; H2 ; and H3 are defined by the operational amplifiers,
U4 ; U5 ; and U6 in Fig. 2, respectively. The transfer function
produces voltages proportional to the shift from the rest firing
rate of vestibular neurons. An additional operational amplifier
U7 is used after the transfer function H (s) to adjust voltages
corresponding to the rest firing rate and sensitivity.
A Voltage-to-Frequency (V-F) converter (AD537) is used
to convert the voltage signals corresponding to the shift from
the rest firing rate to the equivalent frequency pulses. The
corresponding input/output relationship is [10]

F0 =

VIN
10R19C10

(2)

In our implementation we select R 19 = 10k and C10 =
0:1F , resulting in F0 = 100  VIN (Hz ). The output is binary

- 0 Volt (OFF) and 5 Volt (ON), and the duty time is 50%.
C. Current Source

The current pulses sent via neural network to brain are
delivered by ion flow, so that the total charge sent to the nerve
should be zero. Since tissue impedance is always changing
over time, a voltage source may not maintain constant current
for charge delivery. Thus, a stimulation with current source,
instead of a voltage source, is required to transmit signals
via neurons. The overall charge sent to brain should be zero
(e.g., [1]), so that the integration of the current over time
should be also zero. If this condition is not satisfied, the
stimulated neurons could be destroyed. In order to satisfy these
constrains, monophasic voltage signal has to be changed to
biphasic current signal, Fig. 3.

J/K converter comes from Voltage-to-Frequency converter, so
that the clock frequency is proportional to the firing rate and
corresponds to the rotations sensed by the gyroscope. The J
and K input are all high voltages (5V), so that the output Q
toggles when there is a ”Rising Edge” trigger in the clock.
It means that the frequency of the output Q, Q, is half of
the input clock (CLK). The logic gates for the control signal
of analog switches are switch A = CLK \ Q and switch
B = CLK \ Q. Analog switches (U11 , CD4053) use these
two control signals to manage the connectivity of switches
A1 , A2 , B1 , and B2 .

The right side of Fig. 3 shows the current source configuration when A 1 and A2 are connected, and B 1 and B2 are
disconnected, forming a typical current mirror with I LOAD 
IREF (holding when the condition R LOAD < RREF is
satisfied). Since VCC and RREF are fixed in the design,
the corresponding I REF is guaranteed to be fixed. When
A1 and A2 are connected, and B 1 and B2 are disconnected
(low control voltage makes the switch connected and high
control voltage makes the switch disconnected), the current
flows from P to Q, Fig. 3. In contrast, when A 1 and A2 are
disconnected, and B 1 and B2 are connected, the current flows
from Q to P. When all the four switches are disconnected,
there will be no current flow through the load. Such scheme of
analog logical switches allows to convert monophasic voltage
signal to biphasic current signal. In the proposed design, the
amplitude of I LOAD may be changed by adjusting R REF .
The electrical properties of biological tissue are usually
modeled by an equivalent circuit as a resistor and a capacitor in
parallel, plus a resistor in series. The values of the resistors and
capacitor in this model are fluctuating. By using the ”current
mirror” illustrated in Fig. 3, the voltage across the LOAD may
change due to changes in impedance of the tissue, however the
design guarantees that the current through the LOAD will not
be affected.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
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”Current mirrors”: convert monophasic voltage to biphasic current

The biphasic current stimulus is produced from the
monophasic voltage signal from V-F converter by using
four components: J/K converter, NAND logical gates, analog switches, and current mirror, Fig. 3. The left side of
Figure 3 shows an J/K Flip-Flop (U 9 , 74LS73) followed by
two NAND Gates (U10 , CD4093BE). The clock(CLK) for the

Performance of the unilateral vestibular prosthesis was
compared to the experimentally obtained results in [7] on a
squirrel monkey model. In the experiment the animal was
mounted in a structure, so that the center of the head was
coincident with the axis of rotation and the horizontal canal
is in horizontal plane. Sinusoidal rotations with frequency
0:1 8Hz were sequentially applied and the response of
neurons firing in the vestibular nerve were monitored and
recorded. In our experiment, we initially placed our prototype
of the prosthesis on a rate table and applied a constant
rotational input. This allowed us to build the input/output
curve for the gyroscope. Next we modeled the response of
the gyroscope under the same rotational conditions as those
reported in [7]. The resulting angular accelerations were used
as an input to the pulse generator. A fragment of the prosthesis
response to inertial stimulus is illustrated in Fig. 4
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The continuous line in Fig. 4 is a sinusoidal input rotation
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Fig. 4.

of the rate table as it were measured by the sensing unit
(gyroscope) of the prosthesis. The dashed line is the analog
signal after the input from the gyroscope was fed through
the transfer function of the pulse generating unit. The fixed
amplitude pulses are supperimposed in the same figure to
illustrate dependence and similarity of the signal provided
to the vestibular nerve by the natural vestibular system and
by the vestibular prosthesis. For the illustration purposes the
input rotation was harmonic with the frequency 1Hz and
with maximum acceleration 250 0 =sec2 . The output biphasic
current pulses generated by the prosthesis were 40 spikes/sec
for the resting firing rate, with maximum at 50 spikes/sec and
minimum at 30 spikes/sec. Note that the resting firing rate
and sensitivity can be easily scaled using the amplifier U 7 .
Instant shocks in Fig.4 can be attributed to the conversion of
the digital signal to analog signal. Such short-term shocks are
unavoidable and can be minimized by adding a small capacitor
parallel to the load.
In Fig. 5 we provide a side-by-side comparison between the
experimental results on squirrel monkey [7] and the designed
vestibular prosthesis. The comparison is performed for the
harmonic angular acceleration with frequencies between 0.1
Hz and 8 Hz. The gain results demonstrate a very close match
between two experiments, however there is a slight phase shift
between the data obtained from the prosthesis and the animal
experiment. Our future design will incorporate an all-pass filter
for compensation of the phase shift.

V. C ONCLUSION
We have developed a prototype of one-dimensional neural
vestibular prosthesis based on MEMS gyro technology. From
the experimental results (presented here and compared to
those in the literature), it is clear that this prosthesis can
provide a rotational cue to the nervous system. Our design is
scalable and can be integrated on-a-single iMEMS chip.
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Fig. 5.
Performance of the vestibular prosthesis and comparison with
experimental vestibular response of squirrel monkey
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